reasoned that a genetic screen based on a KSR-dependent phenotype might identify genes missed in previous screens. The KSR kinase domain functions as a potent
Figure 1. EK2-3 Enhances the sE-KDN Rough Eye Phenotype and Suppresses the sev-Ras1
V12 Rough Eye Phenotype
Scanning electron micrographs of adult eyes of the following genotypes: (A) wild type; (B) P[sE-KDN]/ϩ; (C) P[sE-KDN]/EK2-3 XE-1040

; (D) P[sevRas1
V12 ]/ϩ; (E) P[sev-Ras1 V12 ]/EK2-3
XE-1040
; (F) P[sE-sev S11 ]/ϩ; (G) P[sE-sev S11 ]/EK2-3 XE-1040 ; (H) P[sE-raf
Tor4021
]/ϩ; (I) P[sE-raf
Tor4021
]/EK2-3
XE-1040
. Anterior is to the right.
noncatalytic N-terminal domain (Therrien et al., 1996). allele (Therrien et al., 1996). Overexpression of this fusion protein under the control of the sevenless enhancer Overexpression of such a KSR dominant-negative (KDN) protein in the Drosophila eye blocks RAS-dependent
(sE-Ksr dominant negative; referred to here as sE-KDN ) prevents photoreceptor differentiation, presumably by photoreceptor cell differentiation in a dosage-dependent manner, thereby leading to a visible roughening of interfering with RAS1-dependent signaling (Therrien et al., 1996), and results in roughening of the external eye the eye surface (Therrien et al., 1996) . Using the KDNdependent rough eye phenotype as the basis for a gesurface (compare Figures 1A and 1B) . We used the sE-KDN rough eye phenotype in a genetic netic screen, we identified several novel loci that act as dominant modifiers of this phenotype. screen to identify loci required for ksr function that may encode novel components of the RAS pathway. Based Here, we report the characterization of one of these novel loci, enhancer of KDN (EK2-3). The EK2-3 gene on our experience with a conceptually similar dominant modifier screen that used an activated version of Ras1 encodes a novel protein containing several proteinprotein interaction domains, suggesting that it mediates (Karim et al., 1996), we expected that a 2-fold reduction in the dose of a gene whose product is required for RAS interactions between different molecules. Based on its presumed function and the ability of mutant alleles to signaling would modify the roughness of the eye. Since KDN appears to block RAS-mediated signaling (Therrien enhance the phenotype of KDN, we renamed this locus connector enhancer of ksr (cnk). Based on genetic data, et al., 1996), we expected that a loss-of-function mutation in a positively acting gene would decrease RAS CNK appears to function in the RAS pathway upstream or in parallel to RAF in transducing signals elicited by signaling even further and, therefore, would be scored as an enhancer of KDN. Conversely, a mutation in a receptor tyrosine kinases. We found that overexpressed CNK localizes to regions of cell-cell contact and intergene encoding a negatively acting component would be scored as a suppressor of KDN. A total of 110,000 acts physically with Drosophila RAF. We have also identified structural homologs in C. elegans and humans that X-ray-mutagenized and 75,000 ethylmethanesulfonate (EMS)-mutagenized progeny were screened for domishare a novel domain with CNK. Together, these findings suggest that CNK is a novel component of the RAS/ nant modification of the rough eye phenotype (M. Figure 1 . Apical sections of adult fly retinae were used to quantitate (Songyang et al., 1993 (Songyang et al., , 1994 ) ( Figure 2B ). This structural organization is reminiscent of several recently described the enhancement by counting the number of ommatidia missing three photoreceptors. In sE-KDN/ϩ flies, 6% multiadaptor proteins (reviewed in Pawson and Scott, 1997) and suggests that the function of EK2-3 is to (n ϭ 375) of the ommatidia were missing three photoreceptors, while the percentage increased to 70% (n ϭ bring together different molecules. Based on this putative role and on the ability of loss-of-function mutations 461) in sE-KDN/EK2-3 XE-1040 flies. To determine whether EK2-3 also has a role during in EK2-3 to enhance KDN, we renamed this gene connector enhancer of ksr (cnk Figures 2B and 2C) . A closer inspection cides with inversion breakpoints found at cytological of sequence similarities between these three proteins position 54B in two of our X-ray alleles (not shown). In identified another conserved region of about 80 amino addition, a lethal P element that mapped cytologically acids between the SAM and PDZ domains that might to 54B10-13, l(2)k16314, failed to complement the lethalrepresent a novel protein module. We named this putaity of several EK2-3 alleles. Excision of this P element tive domain "CRIC" for conserved region in CNK. A funcreverted the associated lethality of l(2)k16314, indicating tional role for the CRIC domain is supported by the that the P element disrupts the EK2-3 locus. Genomic finding of a mutation (cnk XE-726 ) within the sequence en-DNA flanking the P element insertion site was recovered compassing it ( Figure 2B ). and used to screen a Drosophila embryonic cDNA library (see Experimental Procedures). Multiple cDNAs were isolated and found to correspond to a single class of cnk Is Required for Different RAS-Dependent Signaling Pathways transcripts. Sequences for both the longest cDNA and the corresponding genomic region were determined
The finding that cnk loss-of-function alleles modified sensitized genetic backgrounds like those produced by and used to deduce the genomic organization ( Figure  2A ). Conceptual translation of the longest open reading sE-KDN or sev-Ras1 V12 suggests that this gene is normally required for photoreceptor differentiation. This frame (ORF) predicted a novel protein of 1557 amino acids ( Figure 2B ), which most likely corresponds to the conclusion is supported by examination of the mild rough eyes of a hypomorphic allele, cnk E-1222 ( Figure 3B ). full-length ORF, since an in-frame stop codon was found upstream of the first methionine (not shown). ConfirmaAnalysis of apical eye sections of cnk E-1222 homozygotes revealed the absence of R7 photoreceptors in more than tion that this ORF corresponds to the EK2-3 locus was 
CNK Localizes to the Apical Portion of the Eye Disc and Is an RTK-Dependent Phosphorylation Target
To identify a putative site of action for CNK, we sought to determine its localization within the cell. We expressed an epitope-tagged version of CNK in the Drosophila eye using the sevenless enhancer system (sEcnk) and stained eye imaginal discs from third instar larvae using an anti-Flag monoclonal antibody. The protein was detected in cells where the sevenless promoter 1996). We also stained a Drosophila Schneider-2 (S2) cell line that had been stably transfected with a construct expressing Flag-tagged CNK. In these cells, CNK 80% of the ommatidia, with roughly 15% of the ommatidia also missing an outer photoreceptor. This phenowas found in the cytoplasm, but, interestingly, it also accumulated in the membrane at cell-cell contact points type is similar to that observed for hypomorphic alleles of several components of the RAS pathway (reviewed ( Figure 4D ). Biochemical fractionation of CNK-expressing cells revealed that the protein was present in both in Wassarman et al., 1995). Because R7 and outer photoreceptor cell differentiation depend on SEV and EGFR, the cytoplasm and the membrane fractions (data not shown). Although the observations that CNK was apirespectively, (for reviews, see Zipursky and Rubin, 1994 and Schweitzer and Shilo, 1997), this observation sugcally localized within the developing eye and accumulated at cell-cell contact points in S2 cells were made gests that cnk functions downstream of both receptors.
In Drosophila, components of the RAS pathway are under conditions of CNK overexpression, these findings suggest that CNK can associate with a cell junction generally required for cell proliferation and/or survival component. Since CNK and SEV appear to colocalize in the eye disc and the CNK amino acid sequence contains the effect of overexpressing wild-type CNK in the develseveral SH2 domain consensus binding sites, we asked oping eye by using the sE-cnk construct. As shown whether CNK could be tyrosine phosphorylated in a in Figure 6A , sE-cnk adult flies have a mild rough eye SEV-dependent manner. We generated S2 cell lines phenotype. Apical sections of these eyes revealed misscoexpressing CNK with either the constitutively active ing R7 and outer photoreceptor cells, indicating that SEV S11 or a catalytically inactive derivative, SEV
S11K→M
. As when overexpressed in the eye, wild-type CNK has a shown in Figure 5A , SEV S11 , but not SEV S11K→M , induced mild dominant-negative effect ( Figure 6B ). This effect tyrosine phosphorylation of CNK. We then investigated might be explained by the titration of one or more CNKwhether other RTKs could also induce tyrosine phosinteracting proteins that are normally required for enphorylation of CNK. We expressed CNK in serum- Figure 5B , CNK to activate the RAS pathway. is a target for EGF-dependent tyrosine phosphorylation Our genetic data suggests that cnk is required for in these cells. Our results do not allow us to distinguish RAS signaling (Figure 1) . It is therefore possible that whether these RTKs directly phosphorylate CNK or in-CNK function is RAS dependent and we did not detect duce another tyrosine kinase that in turn phosphorya positive effect on the RAS pathway when wild-type lates CNK.
dogenous RAS signaling. The absence of extra R7 cells starved COS-7 cells and stimulated the cells with epiderindicates that overexpression of CNK is not sufficient mal growth factor (EGF). As shown in
CNK was overexpressed in the eye because CNK was lacking a RAS-mediated signal. To test this possibility, we examined the effect of coexpressing CNK with actiOverexpressed CNK Cooperates with Activated RAS vated RAS. As shown in Figure 6 , we found that sEcnk massively enhanced the activated RAS1 phenotype The function of many components of the RAS pathway depends on an activation step. For example, overex-(compare Figures 6C and 6D) 
RAF would be initiating signaling in the pathway at a CNK C-term to interact with either the N-terminal regulatory domain of RAF or its C-terminal kinase domain. In agreeposition downstream from where CNK acts. However, if CNK was in fact downstream of RAF, then it should
ment with the immunoprecipitation results, we found that CNK C-term interacts specifically with the kinase docooperate strongly with activated RAF, as observed for activated RAS1. Strikingly, sE-cnk completely supmain of RAF (Table 1) . This result strongly suggests that CNK and RAF interact directly. pressed the sE-Raf Tor4021 rough eye phenotype (compare Figures 6E and 6F ). This effect appeared specific for RAF, since the rough eye phenotype induced by sevDiscussion SEM (activated Drosophila MAPK), which is also thought to act downstream of CNK, was not influenced by sEIn this study, we have characterized cnk, a novel gene encoding a putative multiadaptor protein that functions cnk (data not shown). These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that overexpressed CNK is lacking a in RAS signal transduction. Our genetic data indicate that cnk functions either upstream or in parallel to raf.
RAS-dependent signal it needs to function properly and that it titrates a component(s) required for RAF function.
The findings that overexpression of cnk in the Drosophila eye suppresses the activated RAF phenotype and that CNK and RAF physically interact suggest that CNK helps CNK Physically Interacts with RAF The strong suppression of sE-Raf Tor4021 by sE-cnk sugregulate RAF function. Furthermore, the observation that overexpressed CNK localizes to the cellular juncgests that CNK may act directly on RAF and prompted us to ask whether CNK could associate with RAF in cell tions where RTK-dependent signaling complexes are found suggests that CNK might target RAF to these extracts. We prepared cell lysates from S2 cell lines expressing either full-length CNK, a 384 residue N-termistructures. CNK's multidomain architecture suggests that it has nal fragment (CNK membrane by pleckstrin-homology domains. Trends Cell Biol. 7, 237-242.
